An Entirely Uncritical Ranking of Nick Cave and the Bad Seeds Albums.
When I ﬁrst heard the music of Nick Cave and the Bad Seeds, I was ba ed. Weaning
myself o pop punk and nu metal, songs of lust and rage warbled just about on key were not to
be the next step in my aural evolution, no matter how much my dad would enthuse about
them. The band didn’t play like anyone I had heard and enjoyed before (no Papa Roach, these
Bad Seeds). I was conﬁdent in my decision to ﬁle them squarely under Not for me.
A few months down the line, though, I got it. I listened to more of the Cave canon,
starting with the accessible stu , working through to the weirder cuts, and I was in (key to my
conversion was realising that, if you think Cave is being serious, he’s probably just having a
laugh. An underrated musical japester).
I think most Bad Seeds heads will agree that they’re not a band you just quite like. When
you’re into the Bad Seeds you tend to submerge yourself entirely; they make their way to the
top of your personal charts. This was certainly the case for me - Cave and his cronies have
been my fave musical act for 13 years or so now, and with a back catalogue of such heft, it’s
hard to see anyone displacing them.
As such, I have little business attempting to rank the band’s 17 releases, because frankly
I’m at least really quite fond of all of them. Still, I can acknowledge that some are far better
than others - here’s how I’m stacking them up.
17. Kicking Against the Pricks (1986)
While it does seem a tad harsh to knock a covers record, this does
make up part of the Bad Seeds studio chronology, and must take its
lumps accordingly. “Sleeping Annaleah” (upgraded from “Weeping”
on Tom Jones’ version) is good boozy fun and the rendition of
Jimmy Webb’s “By The Time I Get To Phoenix” may be Cave’s ﬁrst
stab at stately respectability.
Less successful is the Seeds’ take on “All Tomorrow’s Parties”,
which is one of these songs that really shouldn’t be covered. It’s
Nico’s drawl and the janky piano that makes the Velvet Underground original so iconic, rather
than the melody, which the Bad Seeds here prove is nothing to write home about. “Hey Joe” is
also a bit of a dud, the overly sincere moodiness falling ﬂat.
They’d cut far better covers elsewhere, but with a few exceptions - "Something's Gotten
Hold of My Heart" is a winner - Kinging Against e Pricks is inessential.

16. Nocturama (2003)
For some fans, it appeared here as though the ﬁre had gone out.
Cave was about 46, and on some tracks it seems as though he’s
content to croon away the rest of his career with a worryingly MOR
new approach. This is most apparent with “Rock Of Gibraltar”, a
swayalong number on which you can practically hear the man
thumbing through his rhyming dictionary for further -altar
soundalikes.
“He Wants You” is a huge step down from his other sweeping
ballads, and even some of the rockers are pretty dull. “Bring It On” is ﬁne, but it could be a Foo
Fighters track, which may not be a criticism to some, but it certainly is to me.
However on the sheer basis of “Babe I’m On Fire”, this couldn’t be ranked dead bottom.
It’s the band at their most mischievous, 15 minutes of Cave rattling o a cast list of unsavoury
characters over an irrepressible bass groove and violent organ stabs, with maybe their best
ever video to boot. It’s a ridiculous, audacious closer that elevates the record.
15. The Firstborn Is Dead (1985)
“Tupelo” is a great Bad Seeds song, one of the ﬁrst mentioned if
you’re talking about the band’s deﬁnitive tunes. A masterpiece of
tension and release, innovative sound design, and moody use of the
wobble board (one of the few socially acceptable tracks to feature
the Antipodean instrument). However - of the established Bad
Seeds canon, it is the track I tire of the most quickly.
The album is otherwise quite a stripped back a air, with the
lengthy, underrated "Knockin' on Joe" a highlight. The cover of Bob
Dylan’s “Wanted Man” is similarly strong, a pounding, vicious track with Cave’s gnarled vocals
selling the drama expertly.
The CD version also contains the theatrically spooky "The Six Strings that Drew Blood",
whose charmingly goofy marimba might elevate
e Firstborn Is Dead a spot, but if we’re
sticking to the purity of the original LP release (and, for no particular reason, we are), this is as
high as the Seeds’ sophomore release gets.
14. Tender Prey (1988)
If the second half of this record maintained the momentum of the ﬁrst, this would be
up there with the band’s best. Side one front-loads “The Mercy Seat”, “Up Jumped The Devil” (a
favourite of mine, Cave endearingly theatrical and sinister), and “Deanna” one after another.

“The Mercy Seat” is a song I can remember being genuinely started
by as a youngster - everything about it is visceral.
There are solid songs elsewhere on the album - “Mercy” puts the
rest of the Seeds to good use as a ghostly choir, and “City Of
Refuge” returns to the gospel well with less success than on
“Deanna” - but the energy dips signiﬁcantly after the ﬁrst three
tracks, two of which are among the group’s all time biggest songs.
Closer “New Morning” brings proceedings to an excellent ﬁnish,
and this is a decent collection of tracks, but it feels less than the sum of its parts. As a whole it
just never quite feels cohesive (Cave himself admits “there was no larger idea behind it”).
13. From Her to Eternity (1984)
The Seeds’ debut is a hell of an opening gambit. First track
“Avalanche”, originally by Leonard Cohen, is one of their ﬁner
covers, with jolting, violent piano and lyrics sneered rather than
sung. That’s followed up by “Cabin Fever!”, which could be a
Birthday Party holdover, tumbling through verses, crashing and
barking through the brief chorus.
The title track is obviously an all timer, but there are better live
versions than the one heard on this record. Once Cave assembles a
bigger band, the shading and detail he’s able to add to early tracks like this pay dividends.
Again the second half is notably weaker, with ideas stretched out past their welcome.
“Saint Huck” is a neat idea that becomes a little grating after seven minutes. Based on the
works of Mark Twain, it comes across a little like a smart arsed kid doing a snotty book report.
Still, that ﬁrst side is nigh on unimpeachable.
12. The Good Son (1990)
Perhaps the ﬁrst record on this list that really holds together in
its entirety, and one that sounds as though it was a blast to make.
Cave had (for the time being) kicked the drugs, and the band
decamped to Brazil to produce, by their standards, an upbeat
collection of ditties.
“The Ship Song” is the highlight, swooningly tender and poetic,
though for me there are superior renditions. The title track
reverts to the snarling form of older Seeds, part shanty-like group
singalong, part spleen venting rant. The album’s other hit is “The

Weeping Song”, a deliciously dark nursery rhyme with Cave and guitarist Blixa Bargeld trading
lines as a boy and his father. It remains a live staple, though with Cave playing both roles, it
loses something from the LP.
With its diverse tracklist and marginally more positive outlook,
e Good Son would
make a solid Cave primer for new would-be fans, even if it’s not entirely reﬂective of the
traditional Seeds vibe.
11. Dig, Lazarus, Dig!!! (2008)
The late noughties were particularly proliﬁc for Cave and key
collaborator Warren Ellis, with ﬁlm scores, writing projects, and
spin o bands galore. The packed schedule inﬂuences this record,
which is in places the closest the seeds get to straightforward rock,
but with enough weirdness and rowdiness to elevate it above a
Nocturama.
“We Call Upon The Author” gives Cave another chance to show o
his bonaﬁdes as a literary critic, with a wiseacre lyric and fuzzy,
angular post-chorus dirge. The rough instrumentation is more apparent on “Night Of The
Lotus Eaters”, the band’s most confrontational track since the ‘80s.
Closer “More News From Nowhere” is a long time personal favourite of mine, a song
that acts as a potted history of the Seeds, Cave imagining a meeting of his past loves over a
dreamy melody. Other releases have higher peaks, but this is up there with the most
consistent.
Bonus: Grinderman 1 & 2 (2007 & 2010)
Either side of the above, Cave and
some of the Seeds released two self titled
records under the Grinderman moniker.
The former heavily inﬂuenced Dig,
Lazarus, Dig!!!, and in many ways tops it,
with Cave in stellar form as a dirty old
man - the song “No Pussy Blues” is
pretty self explanatory. “Depth Charge
Ethel” is the key tune, a thumper played
at maximum overdrive. They also include more contemplative material in “Man In The Moon”,
a sparse downer that would ﬁt on recent releases.
Grinderman 2 is also smashing, but cuts down dramatically on the grime and ﬁre.
“Bellringer Blues” closes the album on a meaty, apocalyptic note, and Cave still ﬁnds time for

smutty daftness on "Worm Tamer", but there’s also "Palaces of Montezuma". The latter is a
superb song, but is so gorgeous that it feels out of place on a Grinderman project.
The project has sadly been defunct since 2011, bar a brief reunion two years later. Now
more than ever, with the Seeds coming o the back of a particularly downbeat trilogy of LPs, it
would be fantastic to have them back.
10. The Boatman's Call (1997)
This is undoubtedly blasphemy among the Cave community, but I
have never fully connected with e Boatman’s Call. It remains the
band’s best seller, and I can com pletely understand why, but when
it comes to quiet, contemplative Cave, I prefer the spookier, sparer
stu that would come later to this album of (primarily) piano
ballads.
It’s stu ed full of superb stu - I love the weary, end of a
relationship acceptance of “Far From Me”, the wheezing squeeze
box that dominates “Black Hair”, the barely concealed bitter edge of “West Country Girl”. A lot
of the songs are clearly directed at PJ Harvey, giving it a bit of a salacious, goth tabloid quality
which is a bonus.
Then there’s “Into My Arms”, which should be desperately worn out and yet isn’t (he
played it at Manchester Arena in their ﬁrst show post-bombing - it was a tearjerker to say the
least). I appreciate it greatly, I think it’s fantastic, but I don’t know that I’ll ever love it.
9. Skeleton Tree (2016)
The middle in the Seeds’ most recent trilogy of synth washed,
melancholic albums was written before, but recorded after, the
death of Nick Cave’s son Arthur, and of course the loss can’t help
but inform the music.
More than any other, this begs to be listened to as a piece. The
opener, “Jesus Alone”, is a shudder of a song, Cave singing at the
bottom of his register, sounding broken. By the end of the beautiful
title track, there’s light again, like the opening of a heavy curtain.
The lyrics are for the most part transparent, earthbound, giving the vocals a startling intimacy.
My favourite song is probably the most straightforward, “I Need You”, a gut punch of a
ballad that eases from the moody, buzzing keyboard of the verse to the lush textures of the
chorus. The Bad Seeds sing a wordless counter melody like they’re supporting their mate
going through a hard time, and it makes me very emotional indeed!

8. Push the Sky Away (2013)
From the ﬁrst note of this album you can hear Warren Ellis’
inﬂuence on the Bad Seeds grow exponentially. Cave’s new number
one sideman has a co-writing credit on every track here, creating
loops that would progress to fully formed tunes.
It has some of the biggest and smallest songs of the band’s oeuvre.
“Water’s Edge” is built entirely around a rumbling bass and subtly
threatening violin, and the title track closes the record in weary,
resigned fashion (it also features an unfortunate use of the rock and
roll/soul rhyme, which is surely beneath a lyricist of Cave’s pedigree, and annoys me every
time).
Then there are two bombastic numbers, “Higgs Boson Blues” and “Jubilee Street”, that
inserted themselves instantly into the canon. They’re show stealing epics, the latter especially
a smash hit played live. The best track, though, is “Finishing Jubilee Street”, an oddity based
around a skittering guitar part and one of the group’s best ever melodies. An undersung
triumph.
7. Henry's Dream (1992)
Cave and Harvey attempted to remix this album, put o by the
live-in-studio recording, and never came away with a version they
truly liked. Personally I have no gripe with the tone - it’s reverby
and the harder songs are missing some of the savagery you’d
normally expect, but to my untrained ears, it’s perfectly ﬁne.
More to the point, as a collection of songs, this one takes some
beating. Opener "Papa Won't Leave You, Henry" has insistent guitars
and a top tier, quotable lyric, and remains a live favourite.
"Christina the Astonishing", eerie and organ heavy, suits the particular production better than
most, and is a sign of things to come in terms of Cave’s character sketches.
The two-pronged closer of “Loom of the Land” and “Jack the Ripper” ends Henry’s
Dream perfectly. The former is a gloomy, sparse graveyard ballad, the latter one of the band’s
top hits, a seething, growling number with swooping bass and some of the most aggressive
acoustic strumming you’re likely to hear. Don’t be so hard on yourself, Nick et al - this one’s
top!

6. Ghosteen (2019)
Achingly sad and not so easy to penetrate, the band’s most recent
record is nonetheless my choice of the recent releases. With even
less use of conventional (for the Seeds, anyway) instrumentation,
Ghosteen sees Cave curb his verbosity yet further: some songs are
built around mantras and spectral wailing.
When he does step up to the mic, this is as mature a performance
as songwriter and singer as Cave has ever given. On the almost
hymnal “Night Raid”, he memorialises a family trip. The
heartbreaking “Ghosteen Speaks”, one of the group’s minimalist masterpieces, is so clearly
about (and possibly sung from the perspective of) his son that it’s best not consumed in public.
The album’s second disc hits particularly heavy, and features two of the Seeds’ boldest
compositions, “Ghosteen” and “Hollywood”, a pair of plus-10 minute numbers in multiple
movements. The former especially is among the pick of the bunch - it builds, swells to an
ecstatic, full band crescendo, then drops to a spare synth line and Cave’s poignant words of
acceptance.
5. Let Love In (1994)
Perhaps the best introduction for a total Bad Seeds novice, this
record has everything you could ask for, a taste of everything on the
group’s menu. “Do You Love Me” opens in typically sinister fashion,
a creeping, bass and piano number with a detached Cave vocal.
“Nobody’s Baby Now” is next, demonstrating the softer side with
a lush, swinging ballad. Then things get a little nastier, with the
aggressive,
thrashing
“Loverman”
(later
covered quite
unnecessarily by Metallica) and downright sinister “Jangling Jack”,
the closest to an early Seeds track, but with a glossier sheen. It also features, in a post-Peaky
Blinders world, the Seeds’ biggest hit, “Red Right Hand”, another track that remains enjoyable
in spite of its bloated airplay.
This is a handy LP to illustrate Cave and co’s sense of humour, with barely a song
delivered without a sizable smirk. Most notable is penultimate track “Lay Me Low”, a hugely
underrated album cut that serves as an alternate funeral song, capping things o in comically
overblown fashion.

4. Abattoir Blues / The Lyre of Orpheus (2004)
A total sidestep after the relatively dry Nocturama, this double
album sees the Seeds cut loose on what seems like easily the most
fun project to play on. Choirs, proper rockers, and some of the
weirdest songs to date make this a deliciously varied, overstu ed
joy.
Abattoir Blues leans towards the noisy stu , “Get Ready For Love”
and “There She Goes, My Beautiful World” being two of the most
natural singles ever to grace a Bad Seeds record. Cave is on top
form lyrically, enthusing about his favourite authors and types of tree. This side closes with
“Fable of the Brown Ape”, a true oddity: it’s a faux parable with a spidery synth, guitars like
sharpening knives, and an explosive dynamic shift.
e Lyre Of Orpheus starts with its title track, a highly daft song that my dad loathes
(but I like quite a lot), but then dips into more serious stu . “Breathless” is a sweet, bucolic
number, and “O Children” was deemed cinematic enough to feature on a Harry Potter
soundtrack. Best is the dense, portentous “Easy Money”, a subtle and multi layered piece that
serves as a stark contrast to the brashness of the ﬁrst side. This was the ﬁrst Seeds album I got
into, and it remains one of their most accessible releases.
Bonus: Live Seeds (1993)
Lovely Creatures, the band’s 2017 greatest hits collection, is a ﬁne
introduction, but was the tracklist ever predictable. For those
already in the know, there’s Live Seeds, a 1993 album that serves as a
compilation for the group to this point.
It was released primarily to do over some of the songs on Henry’s
Dream, and in fairness to the lads, most of the tracks are a lot better
here. Most notably upgraded is “John Finn’s Wife”, a ﬁne story song
on record transformed into a stomping, ﬁre breathing, mini
Western when the Seeds get going.
The rendition of “From Her To Eternity” is similarly energised, and their cover of Nina
Simone’s “Plain Gold Ring” is an exercise in controlled fury - i.e the band works a groove for
three and a half minutes, then Nick starts screaming like a loon. For fans of more melodic
things, there is the deﬁnitive version of “The Ship Song”, the stripped back, live production
making the gorgeous words and melody connect all the harder. Probably my go-to Seeds
record these days.

3. Murder Ballads (1996)
Once I’d got into the band via Abattoir/Lyre, I worked back to this
record, and - as I imagine is the case for a lot of Cave fans - this is
where I truly became hooked. This is not a subtle album, as the title
suggests, but it’s a massively engaging and e ective one. “Where
The Wild Roses Grow”, the duet with compatriot Kylie Minogue,
remains a glorious anomaly in the catalogue, an uncompromising
hit single.
I’m still not bored of “Stagger Lee”, their sparse, profanity laden
rejig of the traditional folk song, and I’ve always had a soft spot for “The Curse of Milhaven”, a
carnival-like story song about a murderous teenager (another one my old man hates - it’s Cave
at his daftest). Finale “O’Malley’s Bar” is an exercise in indulgence, a 15 minute shu e about
Nick Cave slaughtering punters of the titular pub, but it closes the record (save for a middling
Dylan cover) in appropriately bloodthirsty fashion.
More captivating are the subtler tracks - “The Kindness of Strangers”, musically soft,
lyrically tragic, and “Ode to Joy”, one of the most genuinely unsettling tracks in the Bad Seeds
canon, a hypnotic, rumbling tune with spectacular character work from Cave, augmenting the
unreliable narrator’s voice as the story unfurls.
2. Your Funeral... My Trial (1986)
On their fourth release, the Seeds took their biggest single leap
forward. Gone were the provocative, spitting, self consciously grimy
tracks. In their place, a record capable of true beauty and soul
searching, as well as anguish and rage. It’s captivating from the o ,
with “Sad Waters” to me resembling no other song ever recorded.
The band play like they’re beaten and busted, Cave’s voice multi
tracked slightly out of synch to stay above the wailing organ and
throwback post punk guitars.
“Stranger Than Kindness” is a thing of beauty, featuring an all time great lyric and
subtly layered guitars across a skittering beat. “Jack’s Shadow” lurches and shifts in meter,
performed with aggression suited to a classic Birthday Party cut.
“The Carny” is one of Cave’s ﬁrst major character triumphs, “Hard On For Love”
another abrasive smash. Your Funeral... ends with a howling version of Tim Rose’s "Long Time
Man". It’s goth country at its very ﬁnest, with the whole gang getting in on the act for a barroom
singalong of a closing chorus. The Seeds’ best ever cover, and one of their most e ective
closers.

1. No More Shall We Part (2001)
It boggles my little mind how undervalued this is, among the
band’s fans and the world at large. As far as I’m concerned this is
the Seeds at their best: the musicians assembled are the peak line
up; the music and lyrical content is reﬂective of a more mature and
weighty outlook, but there’s still room for silliness and light.
Some dismiss this as ballad heavy but that’s an
oversimpliﬁcation. It’s more languid than many earlier releases, but
“The Sorrowful Wife” features a heavy rocking coda, supplemented
by an increasingly prominent Warren Ellis shredding on the violin. “Oh My Lord” starts with
just Cave’s voice and a downbeat piano but whips itself up into a bitter rage over the course of
seven glorious minutes.
There’s plenty of time for fun, too, like the wry “God Is In The House”, but this record is
best when it’s at its most beautiful. “As I Sat Sadly By Her Side” boasts a chilling but elegant
piano motif and Cave’s distinctive vocals, higher and unusually robust on this album. Closer
“Darker with the Day” must be the prettiest song ever to feature the C word.
And then there’s “Hallelujah”, the record’s - and maybe the band’s - highlight, based
around one of Ellis’ most haunting violin parts. Cave had ﬁnally taken control over his various
addictions by 2001, and this song speaks most directly to the climb down. At the close, the
music drops out and he is joined by Kate & Anna McGarrigle for a few bars of pure
melancholic beauty. It’s a monumental achievement of honesty in art.

